Abstract. An example is constructed of a nonreflexive pentagonal lattice of subspaces. It follows that reflexivity is not invariant under lattice isomorphism, even for finite lattices. (i) Is every subspace lattice which is (isomorphic to) the pentagon reflexive? (ii) If two finite subspace lattices are isomorphic and one is reflexive, must the other be reflexive?
Following Halmos [2] , [3] we say that a lattice £ of subspaces of a Hilbert space is reflexive if there is a collection of bounded linear operators whose lattice of invariant subspaces is £. The questions of Halmos [3] referred to in the title are:
(i) Is every subspace lattice which is (isomorphic to) the pentagon reflexive? (ii) If two finite subspace lattices are isomorphic and one is reflexive, must the other be reflexive?
In this note we exhibit a nonreflexive pentagon, giving a negative answer to the first question. Since Halmos [3] has given an example of a reflexive pentagon, this shows that the second question also has a negative answer.
A nonreflexive pentagon can be described as follows. Let K denote the diagonal operator on I2 defined by K{an) = {a"/n}, and define x = {l/n) and y = {l/«3/2}. Now let the Hilbert space % be I2 © I2 and let £ consist of {0}, I2 © {0}, S -{z © Kz; z E I2), % = {z © (Kz + ox + By); z E I2, a EC, ß EC}, and %. We must check that £ is a lattice with Hasse diagram:
W. E. LONGSTAFF AND PETER ROSENTHAL Theorem. 77ie lattice £ is not reflexive.
Proof. Let & denote the algebra of all operators leaving the elements of E invariant. It is apparent (cf. [2] , [3] ) that E is reflexive only if every invariant subspace of & is an element of E. We show that 9R, = {z @(Kz + Xy): z E I2, X E C, K and v as above}, which is not an element of E, is invariant under every operator in (£.
Let T E&. With respect to the decomposition I2 © I2 of %, T has the form T = ($%). The invariance of § under T yields KA + KBK = DK. For (b) For finite lattices of subspaces of finite-dimensional spaces, the answer to question (ii) above is affirmative. A theorem of Johnson [5] implies that such a lattice is reflexive if and only if it is distributive.
(c) There are many known results concerning reflexive lattices: see [4] for other references to recent work.
